1:arr's & vee's

cancellation of existing decrees decisions - or promises -

abusively disparaging speech speaking - especially at excessive length and with little real content process of establishing the truth accuracy - or validity of something making something known that was previously secret or unknown -

public discussion or examination of opinion - issue or complaint -

2:eee's & i's
beginning - or introduction of a system - policy - or period -

period of prolonged and intensive questioning -

action of digging up something buried

state of being placed - or kept - in a residential institution -

3:em's & en's
person or thing nominated process or activity of accurately ascertaining one's position and planning and following a route reason or reasons among those with power or influence of favoring relatives or friends especially by giving them jobs symptom or sign of an ailment action of harassing in an aggressive or persistent manner utterly bewilder or perplex so that laymen find the result unintelligible -

4:aaa's & ell's
accepted as true or certain to happen without proof condition of limited ability a defect or failing making something legal - that was previously illegal - permissible by law failure to fulfill
a responsibility or duty freedom from limits
on thought or behavior make a reality of something -

5:dee's & tee's

act of firing someone desire to do something especially something wrong or unwise -

action of giving a misleading account or impression somethings that prevents someone from giving full attention to something else

6:pee's & ess's
action of causing an activity or event
to become political in character thing tacitly assumed beforehand beginning argument or course of action express opinions in a way
considered annoyingly pompous and dogmatic
excessive satisfaction with oneself or one's achievements suggestion of sexual intercourse to an unknown someone - especially in an unsubtle or offensive way deliver a speech - especially in a tedious or pompous way inciting conduct or speech - against others -

7:CEE'S & EFF'S
conflict or animosity caused by a clash of wills temperaments - or opinions error of assuming that what is true of a member of a group is true for the group as a whole -

